Ann, Inst. Fourier, Grenoble 22, 4 (1972 We shall follow J. Wermer [1] and say that R a Banach algebra is a Q-algebra if there exists A a uniform algebra (i.e. a closed subalgebra of C(X) for some compact space X; in our definition we do not necessarily assume that a uniform algebra contains an identity) and I < A a closed ideal of A such that R ^ A/I.
In this note we shall prove a number of (fairly superficial) results on Q-algebras. The first thing we do is to state the following:
Criterion.
Let R be a commutative Banach algebra, then R is a Q-algebra if and only if there exists C > 0 some constant with the following property:
-For any p > 1 positive integer, any choice a?i, a^, ..., XpG R of p elements in the unit ball of the algebra and any 
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The above criterion is very close to the criterion already developed by A.M. Davie [2] , the proof is also analogous. We introduce now the following:
DEFINITION 0.1. -Let R he a Banach algebra, we shall say that R is an infective algebra if the linear mapping induced by the algebra multiplication m: R ® R -^ R (rh{x : ® y)^= :ty; ^ y e R)
15 continuous for the infective norm of the tensor product R ® gR [3] .
We can state then ,the following:
To state our next theorem we must start with a reminder on intermediate spaces (cf. e.g. [4] ). For us an interpolation pair of Banach algebras will be a pair of complex Banach algebras R° and R 1 continuously and algebraically embedded in a complex topological algebra V in such a way that the subspace R° + R 1 <= V of V is a subalgebra of V. We shall denote by | | ||o and | | [|i the norms of R°a nd R 1 respectively, the space R° + R 1 ( c: V) can then be assigned with a naturel Banach norm (cf. [4] § 1). We shall assume that with that norms R° + R 1 becomes a Banach algebra. Ŵ e can consider then as in [4] § 2 Z = S(R°, R 1 ) th^ space of R° 4-R 1 valued functions f (z) defined in the strip {ze C; 0 ^ Rez ^1} continuous jand bounded with respect to the norm of R° + R 1 analytic in {z G C$ 0 < Rez < 1} and such that f {it} e R° is R^cont&iuous and tends to zero as [() -> oo, f{l 4-it) ^ R 1 is R^continuous and tends to zero as |(| -> oo.
The space S is then an algebra under pointwise multiplication and if we norm it by :
it becomes a Banach algebra.
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For every real number s (0 ^ s ^ 1) Jwe denote then by (^= {f^; /CO = 0} (cy4], § 3) wd we define R,==S/%, which is also then a Banacli ^algebra, we call R, the 5-intermediate algebra between R° and R
1
.
As an example we may consider the algebraŝ
. 
where Ci is a constant that depends only on C, a ayirf e.
This theorem is of course a partial generalization of the theorem of J. Wermer [1] .
Let us denote by Aa (a ^ 0) the algebra of functions on T == R(mod 2n) of the form We have finally the following
(ii) Aa is not a Q-algebra for all a <-^-{The special case 2t a == 0 is due to J. Wermer [1] ).
(in) ^ is a Q-algebra for all 1 < p < oo (77ie special case 1 ^ p < 2 is already due to A. M. Davie [2] ).
Proof of the criterion.
The criterion is a direct consequence of the following lemma which is due to I. G. Craw.
Crawls lemma.
Let R be a commutative Banach algebra and let us suppose that there exist two constants M > 0 and 8 > 0 such that for any choice of p elements in the 8-ball of R, a^, x^ . . ., Xp {\\Xj\\ < 8, 1 < / < p) and any P(^i, Zg, ..., Zp) polynomial with P(0) == 0 we have
The proof of the lemma is easy and can at any rate be found in [2] . It is also easy to show that if an algebra satisfies the conditions of our criterion it also satisfies the conditions of Craw's lemma. It is finally trivial to verify that any Qalgebra satisfies the conditions of the criterion with C == 1 already. For a more elaborate treatment of a very analogous situation we refer the reader to [2] . For an even more precise theorem cf. [7] . Proof of Theorem 1. -Let P be a homogeneous polynomial of p variables and let ^, x^ .,., ^e R be p elements of the unit ball of the injective algebra R we have then 
B=O\I + I 71 !) n=0
We haw then: .
(ii) is an obvious double use of (L).
To sea (lii) we first observe that the hypothesis that there exists a constant C (depending only on a) such that for every y == {y^; v, pi ^ 0} which proves (iii). To see (iv) let us observe that the conclusion of (iii) simply says that H 2 can be assigned with a commutative unitary Banach algebra structure for wich the mappings norm we see that this fact is an immediate consequence of the following
LEMMA. -Let us denote by G = Z(m) the group of integers (mod m) where m is an arbitrary integers and let f e C(G) be a function on G (i.e. a choice of m values). There exists then F € V = C(G) § C(G) such that
F^^g); miv< iifL.
Proof of the lemma. -Let us denote by G the character group of G, it suffices to set then
g, ^ e G. cf. [5] .)
Proofs of theorems 2 and 3.
Indeed this is an immediate consequence of the definition R, = S/U, (cf. § 0) provided that we prove that 2> is a Q-algebra.
But this tact is a consequence of our criterion applied to the norm of Z (cf. [1] ) since both R° and R 1 are by hypothesis Q-algebras.
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We shall now prove the following: Proof. -In the proof we may suppose that 0 <S a < -
and 2oc-+-e < 1 for otherwise the proposition is an easy consequence of classical results on Riesz potentials andl Bernstein's theorem [6] , Let us as usual denote by T* the adjoined operator of Tandby<,> the scalar product in H, let also A e H be some fixed element of H and let us define: We see^ that flP*|^ ^ K|[Paa+gH ^wherev.K .depends only on a and e) and our result follows. "'. Theo:rem 3 follow^ now at once from proposition ^3.1 if we use the technique in [1] of representing a Q-&lg6l^ as an algebra of operators in some appropriate Hilbert space. A direct proof oi Theorem 3 in the same' lines as^ abdve can also be given, but we telf-thM proposition 3.1 presented some independent interest. ' • 1 Proof of corollary Q (ii)» --If we suppose that 0 < a < -.' ' "" A ;,
•ã nd apply theorem 3 to the element // {x) = e^ e Aa(T); it is then clear thelt II/^IIA, === ^a (n ^ i), we conclude therefore that if A^ were a Q-algebra we wquld have l|P(^)lk < cyp^(^)L for every polynomial P which is manifestly '^false because it implies the false assertion Ag^g 55. A^ (for all ^ > Q) [6] .
The ease a ,•= r^ is iaore delicate, cf. [7] I' Î t is worth remarking perhaps t^iat a more elaborate technique in the proof of proposition 3.1 can improve the growth y^a+e ^ ^Q secopd member of (4) (an,d therefore also in Theorem 3) to n^ (log^) 14^ or ^eh to ^ log n(log log n) 1ê .c.t. The exponent 2a of n 2 ® in Theorem 3 is however best possible i.e. it cannot be replaced by anything smaller; indeed if it could, the argument we used to prove corollary 2 (ii) A and the fact that Aa is a Q-algebra for all a < -would supply a contradiction.
To conclude we remark that the other parts of the corollary are immediate, (i) is a consequence of Theorem 1 and proposition 0.1 (i); and (iii) is obtained by interpolating between I 1 and I 00 which are Q-algebras.
